A paradigm shift: volume augmentation or 'inflation' to obtain optimal cosmetic results.
In the last several years, surgeons have increasingly realized the importance of volume loss as a central mechanism of facial aging. New, innovative techniques incorporate volume augmentation, or inflation, to improve cosmetic outcomes. Previous rejuvenative facial surgical techniques focused on the removal of excess, lax tissues. In addition to tissue laxity and descent, volume loss significantly contributes to the appearance of facial aging in most patients. Volume loss, or deflation, affects all facial layers, including the skin, deep soft tissue, and bone. A variety of new, innovative surgical and nonsurgical techniques specifically address volume deficiencies in the brow, periorbita, and midface. Volume augmentation directly counteracts volume loss, a key feature of facial aging, and offers surgeons a powerful tool to improve cosmetic results. In addition to the excision or repositioning of lax or prolapsed tissues, surgeons must assess and treat facial volume loss to optimize cosmetic outcomes.